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Abstract:

Syed Zammer Jafari remained in the top list of humour

writers of Urdu literature and his position not only

sustained in his era but also after his demise. He wrote a

No. of humorous books of poetry and prose and amused

the world with his peculiar writing style. As his books

were publically accepted and he was also appreciated

across the Urdu world, therefore, in his life the magazine

"Zarafat" printed a special No. on his life and literary

work. In this article, the subjective analysis of the

magazine is encircled and brought into spotlight.


































  




 







 





















 



















 



 


 

  



 

  








 



 







 
  















 











 





 






"The expression of agonising and bitter facts of life in a

manner that evokes laughter and smile instead of tears is

an amazing art of Zamir Jafri undoubtdly excels in this

style. He enjoys reputation and respect as a distinguished

poet and writer of his class."(10)









"It would be honour Mr. Zameer Jafari who has almost

single handely kept alive the great tradition of Urdu poetry





composed in the lighter vein which at the same time

focuses out attention on some of the serious problems of

our society."(11)
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